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Abstract 

With the help of appropriate IT support, health care services can be executed in a more 

effective and secure way. In Sweden, the NPÖ (National Patients’ Översikt) stands for 

National Patients’ Overview. It is a platform where authorized health care providers can 

access comprehensive and continuous information about health care and patients’ situation, 

based on which care providers can offer safe and qualified services. The NPÖ project is 

focusing on the information sharing phase. In order to improve the efficiency and correctness of 

care services, the next step is that health care systems can offer clinical suggestions and 

warnings with the existing patients’ data and medication information. Clinical Decision 

Support Systems (CDSSs) are aimed to offer such assistance and are necessary to be 

integrated.  But by now, there is no explicit architecture to guide Swedish government to 

implement the integration.  Although some architectures have been proposed for integrating 

CDSSs in health information systems, those architectures are developed for certain use cases 

and cannot be adopted directly in NPÖ. An integration architecture which takes full 

consideration of NPÖ-adopting data types, message structures and interface types is needed.  

This thesis adopts constructive research method, which contains three main phases. First, 

related backgrounds about national electronic health care system, clinical decision supports 

system and integration techniques are introduced. Second, the integration architecture is 

constructed following service-oriented principles. Third, theoretical valuation work is finished 

by assessing system features and making interviews. 

This thesis takes advantage of service-oriented architecture to design an architecture with 

Clinical Decision Support (CDS) middleware for health care information system integration. 

With this structure, national electronic health care systems, such as NPÖ , can have interaction 

with various types of CDSSs to provide more efficient and secure health care. It offers united 

interfaces which enable different CDSSs with different developing platforms to communicate 

without obstacles. Unlike the existing CDSS integration architectures, the new one with CDS 

Middleware can provide maximized scalability. Evaluation work has been done from two 

aspects. Feature criteria and interviews with national health care system developers indicate 

that the architecture can contribute to the development of NPÖ, and future works such as 

involving security agents can be continued to optimize the results. 
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1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the general background information about the Swedish National Patients’ 

Overview (In Swedish, it is Nationell Patientöversikt and is abbreviated as NPÖ ) platform, clinical 

decision support systems (CDSSs) and service oriented architecture (SOA) technology. Readers 

can get clear information about the problem, the aim, expected results, methodologies, 

significances and limitations of this thesis. 

1.1 Background 

E-Health stands for electronic health, which refers to healthcare practice supported by electronic 

processes, Internet communication and related technologies (Maheu, et al., 2001). Health 

Information System (HIS) is a typical application of E-Health. With the help of HIS, such as 

Electronic Health Record (EHR) and Health Management Information System (HMIS), healthcare 

providers can manage the patients’ files more organized and get health care information more 

conveniently, so as to provide health care services more efficiently.  

 

In order to provide continuous, patient-focused, effective and secure care services, the Swedish 

government is working on the NPÖ  project. This united platform will be created as a national EHR, 

where care providers throughout the country can access the complete and trusted patient 

information at the point of care. Although it is not an isolate EHR, it can be considered as a 

network that can provide portals to services providers (Mårtensson, 2011). The Center for 

e-health in Sweden (CeHis) is responsible for this national health project and they have given 

clear project timetables. Information system production has been accepted to full deployment by 

Aug 31, 2009, and by 2012, the total 21 county councils will join in the platform (Mårtensson, 

2011). CeHis has mentioned in its white book that “the most important objective is to increase 

patient’s safety cross the continuum of care” and “advanced clinical decision support and alerts” 

is one of the key approaches to improve patients security (CeHis, 2011a). According to the goal of 

CeHis (2011a), in order to build a comprehensive IT support health care system with 

interoperability and decision support, the next step should be integrating functional health 

services into the national EHR. 

 

Clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) are identified as “active knowledge systems which use 

two or more items of patient data to generate case-specific advice” (Wyatt & Spiegelhalter, 1991). 

They can be used to assist clinicians to finish routine tasks, warn of potential mistakes or provide 

suggestions for treatment decisions (Berner, 2009). Researchers in healthcare informatics have 

presented the evidence of the effectiveness of CDSS in improving clinical outcomes (Sintchenko V., 

et al. 2003). NPÖ  will provide sharing patients’ records and medical knowledge databases, which 

are two elementary components of CDSS, it is feasible to integrate CDSS to take full use of NPÖ  

and improve performance (Sim, et al., 2002).  

 

By today, many techniques have been used to facilitate e-health system integration. These 
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techniques include web-based architecture, object-based architecture, component-oriented 

architecture and so on (Kuhn & Giuse, 2001). Compared with other software development 

architectures, Service oriented architecture (SOA) pays more attention on services for customers. 

SOA provides loose coupling among architecture components, which brings two major benefits. 

One is changing capacity. SOA makes it easy to add, update or retire components. Another is 

Robustness. In SOAs, failures in individual components typically do not destroy entire 

infrastructure. In contrast, more traditional architectural styles such as client-server (CS) always 

have tighter dependency (Jahnke-Weber, et al., 2008). Based on the mentioned benefits, SOA has 

been drawing greater attention for developing infrastructures for interoperable health care 

system. For example, Canada’s EHR blueprint architecture adopts SOA (Canada Health Infoway, 

2006). In this thesis, we decide to use SOA because of the various services that CDSSs can offer 

and the existing EHR system we need to integrate. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

The problem is: currently, there is no integration architecture that CeHis can adopt directly to 

integrate CDSSs in NPÖ .  

 

The vision that CeHis want to achieve is: with the help of appropriate IT support, authorized 

health care providers and patients can easily access comprehensive and continuous information 

about health care and patients’ situation, based on which care providers can offer safe and 

qualified services. The current NPÖ  project is focusing on the information sharing phase. In order 

to improve the efficiency and correctness of care services, involving CDSS is one approach, whose 

feasibility CeHis is considering about. But by now, there is no explicit architecture to guide CeHis 

to implement the integration. Although some architectures have been proposed for integrating 

CDSSs in health information systems, those architectures are developed for certain use cases and 

cannot be adopted directly in NPÖ . An integration architecture which takes full consideration of 

NPÖ -adopting data types, message structures and interface types is in need. 

1.3 Aim 

The aim of the thesis is providing an e-health system architecture for supporting clinical decision 

support in Swedish national patients overview platform - NPÖ . By taking advantage of SOA 

principles, the architecture will cover interfaces and message type difference issues, and allow 

various CDSSs to be integrated. Engineers of CeHis can integrate CDSSs in NPÖ  under this 

practicable architecture to increase the safety and efficiency of current healthcare services. 

1.4 Expected Results 

This thesis will propose a service-oriented architecture that designers and engineers of NPÖ  can 

utilize to develop health care system to improve the quality of health care services. The design of 

the architecture will start from modeling the business workflow and services. Detailed functions 
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of each components of the architecture will be described. In order to realize the interaction 

between different systems, the communication message formats will be provided following SOA 

standards. The architecture will be evaluated from both feature and utility aspects. The 

evaluation can make sure of the usability of the architecture.  

1.5 Method Description  

Basically, constructive research method is used to conduct the whole research. There are six 

steps in a constructive research process are: 

 Step1: Find a practically relevant problem.  

 Step2: Obtain an understanding of the topic and the problem. 

 Step3: Innovate, i.e., construct a solution idea.  

 Step4: Validation-demonstrate that the solution works. It includes theoretical justification 

and testing. 

 Step5: Show theoretical connections and research contribution. 

 Step6: Examine the scope of applicability. 

(Kasanen, et al., 1993) 

 

Chapter 3 will have a deeper explanation of why constructive research method is chosen. In this 

thesis research, after a practically relevant problem is set, step2 to step5 are included. Step6 is 

beyond the consideration of this thesis due to the limited time and resources. In each step, 

specific research methods are conducted.  

 

In step2, “obtain an understanding of the topic and the problem”, literature study is used for 

background research and theoretical study. This research bases on an existing system NPÖ , so the 

detailed information about NPÖ  is essential for further works. The information is mainly accessed 

from the official website of CeHis (Center för eHälsa i samverkan) who is responsible for the 

national project. Related research also concerns of CDSS. Through the literature study, the 

effectiveness, current development and application, and current problems of CDSS will be 

understood better. The results of literature study are elaborated in chapter 2 Related Background. 

Questionnaire and interview study are two approaches that are used to prove the necessity to 

make the CDSSs integration. The alternative methods discussion is presented in chapter 3.1 

Understanding Topic and Problems.  

 

In step3, “construct a solution idea”, SOA develop principles will guide the architecture building. 

The architecture design method contains steps that derived from both SOA developing method 

and CDSS developing method. By combining and modifying both methods, the improved one will 

take their advantages and be more suitable for CDSS integration. The proof of the feasibility of 

the design process will be stated in chapter 3.2 Construct a solution. 

 

In step4, “validation that the solution works”, a case study is firstly used to illustrate a concrete 

using environments and the work flow. To make the result more practical, a validation interview, 

which can get the idea of professional architecture engineers, is executed. The third approach is 

comparison, in which the main task is developing a series of criteria to evaluate the proposed 
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architecture. Some researchers have proposed principles that good CDSS should comply with 

(Jenders, et al., 2005). Wright and Sittig (2008b) proposed a four-phase model for evaluation 

architecture. The evaluation criteria should contain both the architecture and clinical decision 

support performance. The reasons of the methods choice and the detailed implementing process 

will be illustrated in chapter 3.3 Validation. 

 

Step5, “Show theoretical connections and research contribution”, is the analysis part. The 

analysis should be a clear line of argument linking all parts of the study. It should provide the 

research’s novelty as well as limitation. 

1.6 Significance 

The direct significance of this research is that CeHis can use the architecture to guide the 

integration of NPÖ  and various useful CDSSs. This research will also provide values for companies 

who are developing e-health systems. Many countries in Europe are working on nationwide or 

countywide e-health platform. This research can also provide values for the responsible 

departments of those countries who are intended to enhance the national e-health care services. 

Following the architecture proposed by this thesis, engineers can add CDSSs on existing EHR.  

1.7 Limitations 

The thesis still has some limitations because of the limited time and resources. First, the 

integration will focus on data transferring rather than security. So the integrated architecture will 

not include security and authorization agents. Second, the evaluation criteria are developed at 

theoretical level because no working prototype exists at the current stage. After fully theoretical 

evaluation, developing a prototype to evaluate under the executing environment is the further 

work.  

1.8 Outline 

The thesis is composed by nine chapters. In the second chapter, related background concerning 

about NPÖ , CDSSs, SOA and previous integration systems is introduced in detail. The third 

chapter mainly demonstrates the methods adopted during the research process. The methods 

guide the way of how to gather related information, how to conduct integration architecture, and 

how to validate the proposing architecture. Chapter four shows the results of a questionnaire and 

an interview that point out the necessity of the integration work. In chapter five, a 

service-oriented architecture is designed following the service-oriented design method. Chapter 

six contributes to the architecture evaluation. A case study, which illustrates a concrete clinical 

use case involving the integration system, validation interview results, and the comparison works 

between the new architecture and the previous one are put in chapter six. Chapter seven is the 

analysis part which includes research novelties and limitations. This thesis ends up with 

conclusions and further work that are stated in final chapter eight. 
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2 Related Background 

From this chapter, readers can get several respects of related knowledge: 1)what is NPÖ  and 

what are similar systems developed in other countries; 2)what are the most common CDSSs in 

current market; 3)what is SOA and how does it behave and 4)what is the current situation about 

health systems integration and why a new architecture is needed. 

2.1 National Patient Overview (NPÖ) 

Health information systems (HIS) are widely used worldwide nowadays for increasing 

effectiveness and correctness during the process of giving health care services. Researchers agree 

that Information and Communication Technologies in health care activities can not only simplify 

the access to health care services, but also boost the quality and effectiveness (Kuhn and Guise, 

2001). 

 

NPÖ  is a built as a national Electronic Health Record (EHR), which is one of the most common 

types of HIS. Health care providers can access not only the patients’ records which previously 

distributed among different health care sites, but also the pharmacy and medication information 

by the same interface. Here comes an example. Mr. David, 50 years old, lives in Stockholm and 

has chronic gastroenterology. His primary care information is recorded in Stockholm EHR. During 

Christmas vacation, he traveled to Uppsala to visit his daughter Mary. The holiday dinner was a 

real temptation and Mr. David enjoyed lots of gourmet. After dinner, Mr. David felt his stomach 

badly hurt. Mary had to send him to hospital for emergency treatment. Although Mr. David had 

no records in Uppsala, by accessing NPÖ , the emergency doctor could get David’s historical data 

as well as medication information.  This made the treatment more trusted and consistent. 

 

Figure 2.1 shows the structure of NPÖ . Because this thesis will focus on services providing and 

data transferring, the structure does not include security and authorization agents. Services or 

databases that are included in NPÖ  are: Patients Administration, Primary Health care, Medical 

specialty, Laboratory Clinical Chemistry, and Pharmacy. Health Information Exchange Platform is a 

Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) to enable information change. 
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Figure 2.1 NPÖ Structure  

(Örebro University Hospital, 2009) 

 

The health information structure adopted by NPÖ  includes: CEN standard 13606 for transferring 

information; RIV (Regelverk för Interoperabilitet inom Vård och omsorg) interface for interacting 

between local databases, united platform and viewers (Ö rebro University Hospital, 2009). The 

CEN13606 standard is supported by European Committee for Standardization (CEN) for achieving 

semantic interoperability in the EHR communication. To achieve this goal, “it defines a clear 

separation between information and knowledge. The former is structured through a Reference 

Model that contains the basic entities for representing any information of the EHR. The latter is 

based on archetypes, which are formal definitions of clinical concepts, such as discharge report, 

glucose measurement or family history, in the form of structured and constrained combinations 

of the entities of a Reference Model” (The EN 13606 Association, 2009). RIV is short for 

“Regelverk för Interoperabilitet inom Vård och omsorg (Regulation for interoperability within 

Health Care)”. It is a set of rules defines how to exchange information between two parties. It is 

based on a number of existing standards. For example, exchanging profiles focus on SOAP (Simple 

Object Access Protocol) and WSDL (Web Services Description Language), which are also 

standards in SOA (Eltes J., et al., 2009). This also provides possibility for integrating CDSS by SOA.  

 

The RIV regulation sets standards for four parts: Business architecture, Information structure, 

Technique architecture and Information security (CeHis, 2011a). Among these regulations, 

information structure and technique architecture are the main parts considered in this research 

for integration work. 

 

According to RIV, there are three types of service interaction: 1) Question-Answer. This is a 

synchronous transmission where initiator sends a request and responder gives a response in the 

same thread. 2) Information spreading. This is a one-way transmission where initiator sends out 

messages and does not need responses. 3) Order-Result. This is an asynchronous transmission 

where initiator sends a request and responder sends the result in a different thread. Figure 2.2 

and figure 2.3 describe Order-Result service interaction using UML class diagram and UML 
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sequence diagram separately (Eltes J., et al., 2009).  

 

 
Figure 2.2 Order-Result Service Interaction_UML Class Diagram 

(Eltes J., et al., 2009) 

 

<<interface>>

 InitiatorInterface::EhrExtractionInitiatorInter

face

<<interface>>

 ResponderInterface::EhrExtractionResponderInter

face

processEhrExtract(ProcessEhrExtract)

acknowledgeEhrExtract(AcknowledgeEhrExtract)

 

Figure 2.3 Order-Result Service Interaction_UML Sequence Diagram 

(Eltes J., et al., 2009) 

 

As a database which stores the patients’ records, the NPÖ  is able to support large categories of 

health-related data. These data are the basic elements during the service interactions. The CeHis 

(2011b) has issued a technical white book to introduce the classes and attributes, which are part 

of RIV, in the form of UML class diagrams. Some important classes are:  Activity, History Identity, 

Health-related condition, Contact Information, Observed, Patient, and Assessed care. Table 2.1 

shows some attributes information of class Patient. 

 

Attribute Description Code work Multi Decision Rules and comments 

Person-id Identification of 

Patient 

Personal identity as CSV 

704:08 Coordination number 

according SKV 707:02 

Reserve numbers under the 

Care Links recommendation. 

1  
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Emergency number 

according to local 

instructions 

Surname Patient’s surname Surnames in the format as 

SKV 717:04 

1  

Middle 

name 

Patient’s middle 

name 

Middle name in the format 

as SKV 717:04 

0…*  

First name Patient’s first name First name in the format as 

SKV 717:04 

1…* First names must be specified. 

Birthday Patient’s birthday Can be entered as 

ÅÅÅÅMMDDTTMM 

YYYYMMDD 

YYYY 

1 Stated if possible when personid is 

a reserved number, or emergency 

number. If the full date of birth is 

not known, provided estimated 

birth date 

Gender Code and plain text 

that specifies 

patient's gender 

KV Sex 1  

Birth 

country 

Code and plain text 

that specifies 

patient's birth 

KV Country 0…1  

Citizenship Country where the 

person has 

citizenship 

KV Citizenship 1…*  

Dead time Time the patient 

died 

Can be entered as 

ÅÅÅÅMMDDTTMM 

YYYYMMDD 

YYYY 

0…1  

Table 2.1 Part of Attributes’ Information of Class Patient  

(CeHis, 2011b) 

 

Several other countries are also on their way to implementing united national health care 

information system to provides high quality of health care services. Among European countries, 

Austria is the one who has paid much effort on health care information systems integration. The 

whole nation’s health care information project composes two major parts. The “NÖ MED WAN 

Patientenindex”, which started in 2005, is a master patient index in lower Austria, and has already 

in operation. It is similar with NPÖ  for that both of the two platforms are providing continuous 

patients’ records, including patients’ treatments, medical summaries, hospital stays and 

diagnoses, for registered health care providers. A nation-wide EHR project is Elektronische 

Gesundheitsakte (ELGA), which is in detailed development currently. The architecture plan has 

been accepted and the Patient index will be integrated into ELGA in the future. The method for 

making existing applications compatible with ELGA is adding Adapters in front of every 

application components. There is no timetable to integrate clinical decision support systems in 

the national EHR in the implementation level. (Stolba & Schanner, 2007; Vogl et al., 2006; Philippi, 

2007) 
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In North America area, both Canada and USA are in the way of building national health care 

information systems. In Canada, according to the “EHRS blueprint” published by Canada Health 

Infoway Company (2006), Infoway is working on a national EHR info-structure consisting of a 

collection of reusable components to support a diverse set of health applications. The EHR soft 

ware solution is service oriented. Databases and services are first developed in individual 

provinces and then connected through a health information access layer. Infoway is also facing 

the difficulty of integrating heterogeneous local health systems, discovering existing data and 

harmonizing vocabularies. In USA, the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) of USA 

announced to develop a National Health Information Network (NHIN) for delivering 

consumer–centric and information-rich health care in 2004. The architecture of NHIN is using 

Community Hub to connect between central repositories and communities services (Rishel, et al., 

2007). Both Inforway and NHIN adopt HL7 v3 standards (Health Level Seven International, 2011) 

for messaging and templates, which is the main difference with NPÖ . Both of the systems have 

the strategy to integrate CDSSs and working prototypes have been developed and fully evaluated 

in real time. The integration works will be further introduced in chapter 2.4, integration works. 

2.2 Clinical Decision Support System 

Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSSs) are “active knowledge systems which use two or more 

items of patient data to generate case-specific advice” (Wyatt J. & Spiegelhalter D., 1991). For 

example, a diagnostic decision support system can help clinicians make diagnostic decisions, 

basing upon its classification of disease. A drug-drug interaction system can avoid interactive 

medicines basing upon its database of interactive drugs. The purpose of a CDSS is support care 

providers in diagnosing or treating problems. They can be used to assist clinicians to finish 

routine tasks, warn of potential mistakes or provide suggestions for treatment decisions (Berner, 

2009).  

 

Studies have shown that CDSSs best affect clinician behavior if they deliver patient-specific 

advices during the clinical encounter. There is an analysis of the costs and benefits of the 

electronic health record (EHR) in primary care done by Wang, S., et al. (2003). The explored EHR 

systems covers a range of EHR capabilities (from basic to advanced), practice sizes (small to large), 

and reimbursement structures (from entirely fee-for-service to extensive risk-sharing 

arrangements). According to the study, the net estimated benefit was $86,400 per provider over 

five years. The majority of the net benefit is attributable to clinical decision support (CDS) -based 

suggestions that identified unnecessary laboratory and radiology tests and procedures, pointed 

out the potential of a medication order to result in an adverse drug event, and advised the 

physician to shift a medication order to a less expensive but therapeutically equivalent 

medication. 

 

Another study was executed at the Brigham and Women's Hospital in Boston. The hospital 

adopted a computerized order entry system which highlighted possible drug allergies, drug-drug 

interactions, and drug-lab result problems at the time of ordering. The study showed the 

inpatient provider order entry can reduce 55 percent serious medication errors (Bates, et al., 
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1998).  

 

Although several studies have demonstrated that CDSS have the ability to improve care quality, 

reduce errors, and reduce costs, other studies had different voices. One group of researchers 

conducted a systematic review of 100 studies of controlled trials to measure CDSS impact. The 

overall result was that provider conformance to care guidelines improved in 64 percent of the 

studies, but patient outcomes improved in only 13 percent of the studies (Garg, 2005).  

 

The main reason of the disappointing results is not the function and ability of CDSSs, but the 

irrational design of related CDSS interaction ways (Garg, 2005). For example, some integrated 

CDSSs may not fit the workflow of the physician. If a drug-drug checking CDSS points out all 

possible drug-drug interactions, including minor ones, or clinically not relevant, physicians would 

like to ignore these CDS messages. The disappointing results highlight the necessity to design a 

rational integration architecture, in which various CDSSs can be updated separately without 

changing the whole structure.  

 

There are a number of CDSSs on the present market, developed either by research institutes or 

by clinical informatics companies. There are several common intervention types: documentation 

forms/templates, relevant data presentation, order creation facilitators, protocol support, 

reference information, unsolicited alerts (Jenders, et al. 2005). The common functionalities that 

the existing CDSSs can realize are: drug interaction checking, syndromic surveillance, diagnostic 

decision support, information at the point of care and personal health record checking (Wright & 

Sittig, 2008a). Among the existing CDSSs, Lexi-drug interaction system is one that has been 

maturely developed, fully evaluated and widely used by many clinical centers. Lexi-drug 

interaction system is developed by LexiComp Inc. since 2003. It features drug interaction 

monographs, each with reliability rating, risk rating, and severity rating. It covers more than 3,000 

brand names, representing nearly 1,800 generic drugs, including 70 new drugs. It also covers 

trade names from 100 countries (Kenneth A., 2004). Vonbach P. and his colleagues (2008) have 

finished an evaluation work of nine programs. The result showed that lexi-drug interaction 

system could not only fulfill minimal requirements (information on effect, severity rating, clinical 

management, mechanism and literature), but also had the best sensitivity in precision analysis, 

which means lexi-drug interaction system will react on a very subtle level of interaction. The 

sensitivity of lexi-drug is 1.00 while the second best is 0.83 during the test.  

2.3 Service Oriented Architecture - SOA Technique 

Before SOA, Various integration strategies have been proposed. One is creating open interfaces 

among different vendor systems. The typical disadvantage is that the interfaces are often 

platform dependent. Some systems use client-server architecture (Kim, et al., 2002), which is 

limited for external systems communication. Grid computing is an emerging technique and is 

introduced in e-health environment by Omar and Taleb-Bendiab (2006). This emerging technique 

is based on the service-oriented approach and has not reach mature development phase. A 

common data warehouse for distributed e-health care systems is another popular strategy 

(Alboaie, et al., 2008). This always requires generally accepted data form standards and large 
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storage space.  

 

The basic requirements of an integration healthcare system are openness and scalability (Billings, 

2005). That means widely supported specifications and protocols should be adopted, as well as 

the system should be platform independent. SOA can fulfill the integration requirements. 

 

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) has drawn people’s attention as a set of design principles. 

Kart et al. (2007) have pointed out that SOA facilitates the development of large-scale distributed 

systems because of its good support for ‘modular design, application integration and 

interoperation, and software reuse’. In the book “Service-Oriented Architecture: Concepts, 

Technology and Design” (Erl, 2005), SOA is referred as a novel design methodology with the aim 

of maximizing the reuse of services and platform independency. Omar and Taleb-Bendiab (2006) 

mentioned that SOA has the ability of hiding complexity of distributed services and providing 

commercial off the shelf (COTS) components for large-scale system. 

 

In order to implement of SOAs, each participating agent has to adhere to a well-defined set of 

interoperability standards. In fact, one attribution of the increasing adoption of the SOA style is 

that these standards have now become available and sufficiently received in industrial field. 

Major part of the standards covers the following four aspects: Web Service Description Language 

(WSDL) is for the formal description of computational and data services; Simple Object Access 

Protocol (SOAP) is for invoking these services; Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration 

(UDDI) is for publishing and locating services; and Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) is 

for formalizing and automating entire workflows involving various interacting agents. There are 

also other standards concerning about security, privacy, trust, etc (Jahnke-Weber, et al., 2008). 

2.4 Present Integration Architectures 

Both the medical informatics research communities and the information system providers have 

paid their foci on the integration of independently developed e-health care systems for a long 

time. Kuhn and Guise (2001) listed “integration and standardization” as the first challenge in 

health information systems development. This trend of integration is based on two principle 

reasons. One is cost pressure from management. Another one is for consistent and correct health 

services (Wang K., et al., 1997). The situation lasts till now. Stolba and Schanner (2007) 

mentioned that because multiple healthcare providers, such as hospitals, physicians, recovery 

centers, laboratories, pharmacies, and health insurance institutions, have each their own, 

isolated system, patients’ health condition information is stored as fragmental knowledge on 

different sites. CDSS integration is catching more and more attention because risks like medical 

treatment errors, duplicate examinations, lack of coordination and increased therapy costs show 

out as a result of need of CDSS integrated healthcare (Greenes, et al., 2010).  

 

At present, there is no national EHR system integrated with clinical decision support systems in 

real use in European countries, neither experimental prototype has been developed. North 

America countries have clearer plans for CDSS integration and several integration architectures 

have been designed and put into actual tests. 
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Based on Canada Health Infoway’s EHR system, Jahnke-Weber, Price and McCallum (2008) have 

proposed an integration architecture named EGADSS (Electronic Guideline and Decision Support 

System) to make available clinical decision support (2008). The main architecture includes four 

components: a) a point-of-care medical record system at a GP’s clinic, b) a shared medical record 

at the provincial level, c) a laboratory services database and d) an electronic guideline and 

decision support system. The four components have separate interfaces for each other during the 

interaction. Input and output are in the form of HL7 CDA Level 2 documents (Health Level Seven 

International, 2005).  

 

In USA, the SANDS, which is proposed by Wright A. and Sittig D.F. (2008a), is a service-oriented 

architecture for clinical decision supports in national health information network. It is one of the 

integration systems who intend to serve in a nationwide scale. The SANDS differs from prior 

integration structures to share clinical content and support clinical decision. The prior approaches 

generally involved developing a standardized language to encode clinical knowledge. Because it is 

hard to represent the diverse and complex clinical knowledge in a single standardized language, 

prior approaches constrain the scope and type of CDSSs. By contrast, SANDS places a set of 

interfaces in front of both the clinical information system and the CDSS, but leaves the choice of 

CDSS developing platform and knowledge representation up to the implementers.   

 

The SANDS architecture places a standard interface in front of both the clinical system and the 

decision support system. It also explicitly considers the case where a patient’s record is stored 

across multiple clinical systems, such as in a National Health Information Network (NHIN), and 

where multiple clinical decision support services are in use. In fact, just as an NHIN is a 

distributed network for sharing patient information, SANDS is a distributed network for sharing 

clinical decision support content. Figure 2.4 shows a schematic representation of the 

architecture. 

 
Figure 2.4The Schematic Architecture of SANDS 

(Wright A. & Sittig D. F., 2008a) 

 

The SANDS has been well evaluated in both theoretical and practical ways. The system was 

developed as a working prototype and tested in six use cases (Wright & Sittig, 2008a). The six use 
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cases included different integrated CDSSs, which were drug interaction checking, syndromic 

surveillance, diagnostic decision support, inappropriate prescribing, information at the point of 

care and personal health recording. Some of these use cases utilized existing CDSSs, which were 

either commercial or free, and developed outside of the SANDS project, while others were based 

on CDSS developed specifically for the project. In order to evaluate SANDS’ real world 

performance, some critical criteria were measured and the results could be well accepted. The 

next step of SANDS is implementing it in a real health care information system.  

 

The SANDS have several common characters with the architecture that is going to create in this 

thesis: 1) Both of them base on a nationwide health information network. The SANDS works on 

the USA national health information network, and this research works on Swedish National 

patient overview system. 2) Both of them are aimed to integrate heterogeneous CDSSs to 

increase the efficiency and accuracy of the existing health care systems. 3) Both of them take 

advantage of SOA technology and are intended to reach an integrated architecture with high 

scalability and stability. Although SANDS shows satisfying performance during the tests, there are 

two reasons that why CeHis cannot use this architecture directly in NPÖ  and CDSS integration. 

First, they use different heath information formatting standards. SANDS adopts HL7 v3 standards 

(Health Level Seven International, 2011) for messaging and templates, while NPÖ  adopts CEN 

13606 (The EN 13606 Association, 2009). This difference leads to distinct interfaces. Second, the 

design of SANDS has a drawback. It places a standard interface in front of both the clinical system 

and the decision support system. This design allows multiple CDSSs to be integrated, but at the 

same time, all the communications rely on the direct interaction between the two interfaces. The 

one channel communication might lead to message obstruction (Wright A. & Sittig D. F., 2008b). 

Based on the above reasons, a new architecture with better scalability is required. But the 

proposed architecture will not be a totally innovation. It will take the advantages of SANDS and 

re-model the components. The standard interfaces idea in SANDS will be used for inference. 

3 Methodology 

Within research in information system and software engineering, common research methods 

include, among others, exploratory research, constructive research and empirical research. 

Exploratory research is conducted to clarify ambiguous problems. It is primarily done for the 

purpose of getting insights into and comprehension of an issue or situation (MBA Knowledge 

Base, 2011). According to Lukka (2003), “the constructive research approach is a research 

procedure for producing innovative constructions, intended to solve problems faced in the real 

world and, by that means, to make a contribution to the theory of the discipline in which it is 

applied.” It is widely used in software engineering and computer science for building an artifact 

that solves a domain problem in order to create knowledge about how the problem can be 

solved, and if previous solutions exist, how the solution is new or better than previous ones. The 

artifact may be a new theory, algorithm, model, software, or a framework (Kasanen, et al., 1993). 

In empirical research, one observes or test on real-life data or analysis the pattern of some 

specific events in order to identify the nature or the class of trend that specific phenomenon 

maintains. It can be both in qualitative and quantitative.  
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In this thesis, because the final goal is designing an integration architecture, which is a kind of 

information system artifact, constructive research is chosen as the main research method. While 

during the constructive research, other approaches are involved depending on specific 

requirements.  

 

Since Kasanen, Lukka and Siitonen (1993) has proposed six phases of the constructive approach, 

the six steps have been adopted by many researchers and has been approved to be scientific 

(Shaw, 2001). The six phases are listed as follows:   

 Step1: Find a practically relevant problem.  

 Step2: Obtain an understanding of the topic and the problem. 

 Step3: Innovate, i.e., construct a solution idea.  

 Step4: Validation-demonstrate that the solution works. It includes theoretical justification 

and testing. 

 Step5: Show theoretical connections and research contribution. 

 Step6: Examine the scope of applicability. 

As identified in “chapter 1.2 problem statement”, the problem is that CeHis has a view to improve 

the quality of nation’s health care services. Clinicians agree that it will be helpful to integrate 

CDSSs in existing health information system to achieve more accurate and effective treatments. 

There is no such architecture, which will guide CDSSs integration, existing in Sweden. The author 

got this problem from literature study and communication with health care practitioners. Step2, 

3 and 4 are the essential parts and are demonstrated in the following sections.  

3.1 Understanding topic and problem 

In this step, the main problems need to deal with are: 

 The current situation of NPÖ  

 The current development of CDSS 

 The necessity of integrating CDSS into NPÖ  

 The trend of system integrating technology 

 The existing integration models 

Because the questions are qualitative and concern little about data (Only in the third question 

some statistical data are needed to show the impacts of CDSS, but those data can also be 

provided by relevant literature study), qualitative research methods are adopted. The methods 

involve literature study, and survey of relevant people, including health care workers in hospitals 

and responsible personnel in CeHis. 

 

Literature study is used for background research. This research focuses on an existing system NPÖ , 

so the detailed information about NPÖ , for example, data types, interfaces and message forms, is 

essential for further work. The information is mainly accessed from the official website of CeHis 

(Center för eHälsa i samverkan) who is responsible for the national project. CeHis has published a 

set of official guidelines called VIT(S)-boken. VIT(S)-boken is composed of four aspects: V 

(Verksamhetsarkitektur)-boken describes the business functions and information need to be 

supported by the national IT solutions. I (Informationsstruktur)-boken describes the message 
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formats that provide a solid foundation for patient safety, communicability, and comparability. T 

(tekniska arkitektur)-boken describes the technical architecture needed to complete and 

harmonize national administrative planning. S (Säkerhetsarkitektur)-boken provides guidance for 

the interpretation of laws and regulations for the application of IT support so that the 

requirements for information security can be met.    

 

As to CDSS and its development, most of the information will be drawn from related reports and 

research papers, which are mainly accessed through academic database by key words such as 

“clinical decision support”, “open source clinical decision” and “clinical decision integration”. 

Medical journals such as JAMA (the Journal of American Medical Association) and International 

Journal of Medical Informatics provide rich and cutting-edge papers and reports. After certain 

CDSSs are targeted, their official websites can provide further information.   

 

In order to collect public opinion about certain issues, the most widely adopted approaches are 

interview study, experience survey and observation (Caplinskas A. et al., 2004). To explore the 

necessity of integrating CDSS into NPÖ , observation is not appropriate for this thesis for three 

reasons. First, it requires a relative long period to execute while the thesis period is limited within 

20 weeks. Since the main duty is architecture design, background research should be controlled 

within 4 to 6 weeks, during which time a sufficient survey or observation is hard to finish. Second, 

people working in health care field such as physicians and health care system designers have busy 

schedules. Qualified size of sample needs too much efforts. Third, hospitals and NPÖ  working 

group are exclusive organizations which require certificate to join in, which makes observation 

hard to execute.  

 

This thesis adopts questionnaire and interview study to collect public opinion about the necessity 

of integrating CDSSs in to health care system. The questionnaire is attached as Appendix 1. The 

author made 40 paper copies of the questionnaire, and 32 copies were received. Thankfulness 

should be given to several medical students, who took the questionnaires to their intern hospital 

- the Karolinska University Hospital, which is one of the biggest hospitals in Stockholm County, 

and has been integrated into NPÖ . The 32 repliers came from four positions, which are medical 

students, primary care clinicians, nurses and medical researchers. The repliers came from 

different departments including pediatric, dentistry, neurology, Internal medicine and family 

medicine. The results of the questionnaire will be analyzed in Chapter 4, the necessity of 

integrating CDSS.   

 

In the interview process, the three interviewees are Cehis staff, who are responsible for the 

whole nation’s health care development. One of them is responsible for the health care strategy, 

which decides what kinds of services and functions the national system will adopt. Another two 

interviewees are responsible for technical structures, which set rules for IT architectures and 

interaction forms. The interview questions are showed in Appendix 2. The interviews are 

executed through email, phone call or face to face forms. The results of the interviews will be 

analyzed in Chapter 4, the necessity of integrating CDSS.  
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3.2 Construct a solution 

In this phase, an integrating architecture will be constructed following SOA principles. By today, 

many techniques have been used to facilitate e-health system integration. These techniques 

include web-based architecture, object-based architecture, component-oriented architecture and 

so on (Kuhn & Giuse, 2001). 

 

Compared with other software development architectures, SOA pays more attention on services 

for customers. The services are relatively independent to each other so that they can be 

combined or re-used. According to this character, if e-health system is developed by SOA, it will 

be easy to integrate.  

 

According to Erl T. (2005), the very first stage of building a completed service-oriented 

environment should be choice of SOA delivery strategy because of its decisive role in the lifecycle 

of delivery. There are basically three kinds of strategy.  A proper strategy should be chosen with 

accounts of applying situations. 

 The top-down strategy 

This strategy is an analysis first approach that requires business processes which are always 

derived from an organization’s existing business logic. 

 The bottom-up strategy 

The services created in this approach are to support application requirements. Integration is 

the primary motivator and SOAP communications framework can be realized by appending 

services as wrappers to legacy systems 

 The agile strategy 

Agile developing is an on-going process which involves recycling re-dos, such as re-design, 

re-develop and re-test, according to requirements. This is suitable for small and continuous 

improved projects. 

Because this thesis is based on an existing system – NPÖ , and the main mission is integration, we 

decided to adopt the bottom-up strategy. Figure 3.1 shows the Common bottom-up strategy 

process steps (Erl, T., 2005). 

 

 

Figure 3.1 Common bottom-up strategy process steps 

(Erl, T., 2005) 

 

Because the result of this research will be an architecture rather than a working prototype, we 

pay our attention on the first two steps that are “model application services” and “Design 
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application services”. The author provides brief introduction of the two steps in the following 

session. In Chapter 5, Construct a Solution, readers will get detailed information of how an 

integration architecture will be established from the requirements. 

 

Model application services “This step results in the definition of application requirements that 

can be fulfilled through the use of Web services” (Erl, T., 2005). The typical requirement could be 

the need to set up point-to-point integration channels between two systems coming from 

cooperating companies. When employing the bottom-up strategy to deliver highly service-centric 

solutions, application services needs to be modeled. The services should comply with specific 

business logic and rules. In this thesis, the requirement is the need to establish point-to-point 

integration channels between NPÖ  and a certain type of CDSS. When modeling application 

services, the models should be consistent with the NPÖ  architecture and work follow.  

 

Design application services Before developing a service, the interface of that service should be 

designed. If people want to achieve a highly standardized service-oriented architecture and to 

realize a number of the characteristics, a services interface designing is indispensible (Erl, T., 

2005). In thesis, the application services are defined after the business work follow is modeled..  

3.3 Validation 

Validation is very important in health care system development for that it "is a means to assess 

the quality, value, effects and impacts of information technology and applications in the health 

care environment, to improve health information applications and to enable the emergence of an 

evidence-based health informatics profession and practice" (Ammenwerth et al, 2004). Three 

kinds of validation approaches - case study, qualitative comparison and validation interview are 

used and will be introduced in the sub-sections.  

 

An alternative validation method, which is also used widely by other researchers, is 

implementation. Working prototypes are developed and tested according to a list of criteria. In 

this thesis, working prototype is not realized because developing such a prototype is a time and 

resources consuming work. Before such a work, sufficient theoretical analysis and evaluation 

should be performed. Once some shortcomings are found during the theoretical validation, 

evolution and modification can be executed from the beginning. So we leave implementation as 

the future work after necessary theoretical test. 

3.3.1 Case study 

Case study research is a qualitative method that excels at bringing us to an understanding of a 

complex issue or object and can extend experience or add strength to what is already known 

through previous research. It emphasizes detailed contextual analysis of a limited number of 

events or conditions and their relationships (Zainal, 2007).  

 

In order to evaluate the performance of the new proposed architecture, a specific CDSS will be 
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chosen as a use case to verify this architecture. The existing CDSSs contain a large range of 

systems, which are concentrated on different clinical decision functionalities, designed following 

specific decision support models, and developed by various techniques. It is impossible to 

evaluate all of them within the efforts of this thesis, so a single CDSS, which is representative and 

has proper complexity level, will be chosen in the case study.      

 

In this thesis, Lexi drug interaction database, developed by Lexi-Comp (Hudson, OH), is selected 

as a case study for several reasons:  

 Lexi drug interaction system provides sufficient data that enables the checks of drug 

interactions, including drug-allergy, drug-drug and drug-food. Many medications, when 

given in combination, lead to a variety of possible adverse results such as toxicity and over 

activity of the interacting medication.  These interactions are frequent, and can be 

dangerous. Drug-drug interaction detecting systems can be effective at reducing harmful 

adverse combinations (Teich, et al., 2000; Feldstein, et al., 2006). It is valuable to take this 

functionality as the first try. 

 Lexi drug interaction system has been fully evaluated, both in research level and in 

experimental level (Vonbach, et al., 2008). It has been approved as a comprehensive and 

clinically dependable software which can provide a great breadth of information. 

 Lexi durg interaction system offers a pre-existing web service interface, which could be 

readily adapted to the standardized interface developed in this thesis. 

 Lexi drug interaction system is taken as a case study by SANDS, the clinical decision support 

service-oriented architecture that has been researched in the related background chapter, 

and will be taken as a comparison object in the later validation process. Taking the same use 

case system gives a similar comparison environment and makes the comparison focus on the 

performance of the integration architectures. 

3.3.2 Validation Interview  

Another evaluation method is showing the architecture to people in related field. Feedbacks from 

them will be helpful to point out advantages, disadvantages and further improvements. In the 

first phrase of this research, that is “understanding the topic of the problem”, three people took 

part of the interview of “Interview about the necessity of integrating CDSSs and the feasibility of 

adopting SOA” (Appendix 2). In this validation phrase, two of the three take part of the validation 

interview. (The other person does not join this validation interview because he is not vacant 

during this time.) One is responsible for national health care system technical architecture in 

Cehis. Another one is senior advisor of clinical architecture in CeHis. The author sent the 

integration architecture to the interviewees via e-mails, and received valuable comments from 

them through phone and face-to-face meeting.  

3.3.3 Qualitative Comparison 

In this research, comparison is considered because it can highlight the differences between the 

new proposed architecture and the existing one.  
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In this thesis, the SANDS (Wright and Sittig, 2008a), a service-oriented architecture for clinical 

decision support in a USA national health information network, is selected according to such 

principles: 1) it has been evaluated properly and performance data is easy to get. 2) It should be a 

representative model which has been widely used. 3) Both the architectures have similar 

backgrounds which make the comparison rational. 

 

A series of evaluation criteria will be developed to justify the performance of the two 

architectures. Criteria should contain both qualitative and quantitative items. For qualitative 

criteria, features can be identified from the following aspects (Wright & Sittig, 2008b): 

 Be consistent with the clinical work flow 

 Scalability 

 Be extensible as an information system structure 

 Give system users easy to use clinical decisions 

Quantitative criteria will not be included because no working prototypes will be developed under 

current research. Measurements of network latency, transmission delay, patient data fetch time, 

and inference time will be taken as a further work when theoretical level comparison has been 

fully executed.  

4 The necessity of integrating CDSS 

This chapter illustrates the results of the questionnaire (Appendix 1 Questionnaire about the 

necessity to integrate CDSSs) and the interview (Appendix 2 nterview about the necessity of 

integrating CDSSs and the feasibility of adopting SOA) to show the necessity of integrating CDSS. 

The questionnaire has been sent to health care workers. The results of the 32 feedbacks among 

the 40 questionnaires are presented in Table 4.2, the results of the questionnaire -The necessity 

to integrate CDSSs. 

CDSS functions In 

use 

Not in use and not 

necessary 

Not in use but in 

need 

Review patients’ disease history 32   

Review Patients’ medicine records 32   

Make prescription with correct name 

of medicine 

28 1 3 

Prescription network 30  2 

Differentiate diagnosis  29 3 

Medication suggestions 2 28 2 

Check drug-drug interaction 6 1 25 

Get warning on potential 

misdiagnose 

 15 17 

Table 4.1 The results of the questionnaire -The necessity to integrate CDSSs 

 

The data in this table delivers the following information. Four CDSS functions, that are Reviewing 
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patients’ disease history, Reviewing patients’ medicine record, Making prescription with correct 

name of medicine and Prescription network, have been widespread used (87.5% acceptation 

rate). To some professionals, these four functions are not considered as CDSS functions. The 

clarification is that, according to the previous background study, in most CDSSs, these functions 

work as basic function and can’t be ignored. Among the functions which have not been used so 

widely, Check drug-drug interaction is the most needed. Almost 96 percent of those who have 

not used this function feel it will be necessary. The feedback shows that although the current 

hospital information system can provide most of the needed information, the increasing diversity 

of medicines and cross-departmental diseases require CDSSs’ involvements.  

 

The health care workers also expressed that drug interaction would be the most useful in reality. 

In the interview process, three interviewees from Cehis were involved. One of them was 

responsible for the health care strategy, which decided what kinds of services and functions the 

national system would adopt. Another two interviewees were responsible for technical structures, 

which set rules for IT architectures and interaction forms. Appendix 2 shows the questions of the 

interview about the necessity of integrating CDSSs and the feasibility of adopting SOA. CeHis staff 

in the interviews agreed that integration of CDSSs would be a promising project for better health 

care services. 

 

The opinions from the interview can be summarized as follows: Actually, nowadays, NPÖ  is still in 

the spreading phase. Not all of the counties have been integrated and we are making the 

integration work one by one. But we do have further plans to improve our health care systems 

and services. Except NPÖ , we are developing another system named PASCAL. It is a drug 

database. It is can be considered as a CDSS in your research scale. In current situation, PASCAL 

and NPÖ  are working separately. Of course we will integrate them in the future. The models of 

the business flows and structure of NPÖ  are quite reasonable. The health care providers are the 

customers of NPÖ . At the same time, they are also the information providers. They have part of 

the patients’ data and they have to share the data through NPÖ . We use XML to format our 

messages and most files because it has been maturely developed and lots of popular standards 

are compatible with it. SOA is the discipline that we should follow to realize the integration. 

5 Construct a Solution 

In this chapter, an integration architecture is established according to Service-oriented 

Architecture (SOA) principles that introduced in chapter 3.2. The solution establishment should 

start from requirements analysis. The requirements are the basement of clinical decision process 

workflow, from which the application services are extracted and built. The sequence of the 

solution construction can be expressed like this: 

Requirements: NPÖ  structure -> workflow model -> services design 
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5.1 Requirements Analysis 

In this thesis, the requirement is the need to establish point-to-point integration channels 

between National Patients’ Overview (NPÖ ) and a certain type of Clinical Decision Support 

System (CDSS). NPÖ  is administrated by CeHis (The Center for e-health in Sweden) to work as an 

Electronic Health Record (EHR), which is a kind of Health Information System (HIS). Since NPÖ  is 

the foundational system of the integration, it is also the origin of requirements.  

 

The work flow and the following services should comply with the structure of NPÖ . As introduced 

in Chapter 2, “Related Background”, the NPÖ  structure is modeled as Figure 2.1. The structure 

defines the main components: database with patients’ information (21 Swedish health care 

regions), health information exchange platform, and the participants (patient administrator, 

primary health care clinicians, etc.) When modeling the work flow, the author should remember 

that the functions should be executed by these components. 

5.2 The Workflow of a Clinical Decision Process 

A design of an architecture should start with an analysis of the clinical workflows. A workflow 

expresses a sequence of activities that the users and systems should finish during a health care 

service task. In order to make the proper clinical decision exist at the right place and at the right 

time, the integration architecture should keep consistent with the workflow. Engineers in NPÖ  

already gave scenarios to show how the existing platform will be used by clinical users in primary 

care visits (Waldo A., 2010). With the involvement of CDSSs, some structures, activities, actors 

and flows of information are modified to form the general clinical workflow-based process (figure 

5.1). 

 

 

Figure 5.1 General workflow of a clinical decision process 

 

The CDSS integration system is invoked from within the individual clinical application either 

manually on users’ request or by a specific event monitor who is inspecting the clinical process 

and will give out alerting or warning automatically once an irrational action happens. 
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The workflow clearly shows that to get a clinical decision support, three types of information are 

needed. First, the particular patient’s information, which may include the patient disease history 

and drug list, is retrieved from NPÖ . Second, current diagnose information or clinical knowledge 

requirement will be provided by the clinician who is executing the health care service. Third, the 

different functionalities of CDSS will be invoked according to different requirements. The CDSSs 

have their clinical knowledge databases and particular algorithms to make the decisions. The 

interaction among the diverse information systems increases the complexity to exchange 

information directly from one to one. Thanks to the service-oriented idea, where diverse systems 

can be seen as individual and separate systems, who offer general interfaces for outside 

communication. The services interfaces can be connected in a united middleware, who will 

translate the information and arrange the communication.  

5.3 Application Services Design 

Based on the clinical workflow, the major services are defined as follows: 

NPÖ - EHR Data & Services  

The entire NPÖ  platform can be taken as one component to provide several services. According 

to the current structure, the possible services include shared health record, drug information, 

diagnostic imaging and laboratory. These services can be accessed either through graphical user 

interface (GUI) supported by Web service, or through eXtensible Markup Language (XML) files 

exchanged between application and server. Figure 5.2 and figure 5.3 are evolved from figure 2.1 

-NPÖ  Structure, and specify the services and interfaces. Health care providers such as physicians 

and nurses have to provide certifications of allowance to access these NPÖ  services. The 

certifications can be provider’s ID or ticket number certificated by certain security service. The 

Connection point Integration Engine Converting to EN13606 component is already built inside 

NPÖ  platform. Interfaces can be implemented on it directly.  

 

Figure 5.2 NPÖ- EHR Data & Services (1) 
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Figure 5.3 NPÖ- EHR Data & Services (2) 

 

CDS – Clinical Decision Support Services 

Clinical decision support has been built starting from complementary knowledge representation 

models, for example, rule-based representations or workflow models. Each model can contribute 

to the quality and effectiveness of an overall clinical decision support system. Individual CDSS 

focuses on its core syntax, semantics and implementing platforms to have the best performance. 

In order to achieve the best clinical decision support, the integration system should be able to 

take advantage of diverse CDSSs that may be developed by different developers. The coexistence 

and collaboration between various and heterogeneous CDSSs can be realized if each clinical 

decision support function is considered as a service which provides public interfaces for 

information exchange and process the decision making assignments in its individual 

environments. Figure 5.4 demonstrates the idea of placing a standards interface in front of 

decision support systems. The CDS Services Requests Broker is part of the CDS Middleware, 

which is the main part of the integration architecture and will be detailed introduced in the later 

section.  

 

Figure 5.4 CDS services 
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Clinical Application Services 

Clinical application can be any hospital information system that provides user interfaces for 

health care providers to execute health care tasks such as administrative tasks, primary health 

care tasks and clinical health care tasks. Under current implementations, it is the hospital 

information systems that have connection with NPÖ  platform to enable health care providers to 

get related patients’ information. When health care providers refer to clinical decision support, 

hospital information systems should also have a connection with CDSSs, either directly or through 

certain middleware. Since various hospital information systems sends various requests and these 

requests refer to diverse CDSSs, a middleware is adopted to pre-handle the requests and arrange 

the invocation of corresponding CDSSs. In the services modeling phase, emphasis is put on the 

interaction between hospital information systems and CDS Middle ware. Generally, there are two 

kinds of application calls from hospital information system side. One is that the health care 

provider initiates requests by manual behaviors, such as clicking a “checking” button. Another is 

that during a certain event, a monitor program listening for irrational or dangerous actions. Once 

such actions are detected, CDS will operate automatically. Figure 5.5 demonstrates the 

applications services and the two interfaces, web service and XML, which exchange messages 

with CDS Middleware. 

 

Figure 5.5 Clinical Application Services 

 

The High Level Architecture with CDS Middleware 

The CDS Middleware is the most innovative, challenging and complex part of the integration 

architecture. From the analysis of the clinical process and the requirements of interactions 

among existing groups of services – NPÖ  services component, CDS services component and 

clinical application services component, the main functionalities of the CDS Middleware can be 

identified. It should include corresponding components to execute the communications and 

realize the functionalities. Figure 5.6 displays the high level architecture with the major 

components inside the CDS Middleware. Some of them have been mentioned in the previous 

services introductions and will be introduced in the following section in detail. 
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Figure 5.6 the Integration Architecture with CDS Middleware 

 

 The Request Manager handles with the clinical decision support requests that are initiated 

by health care providers who are using hospital information systems to perform the health 

care. In this case, health care providers start the requests through GUI supported by Web 

services. The operation can be clicking a “checking” button in the website. The request is 

sent in the form of XML file and received by Request Manager. Request Manager extract the 

indispensible parameters, both for getting the particular patient’s records and for invoking 

corresponding CDSS, and pass the parameters to the next component via XML files. 

 The Event Manager has the similar functionality with the request manager. The difference is 

that the event manager is invoked by a monitor who is listening to an event which will lead 

to negative diagnose results. It runs for a comparably long process. 

 The Data Access Component gets parameters from the request manager and the event 

manager. It utilizes the patient related parameters to retrieve the patient’s records from 

NPÖ . 

 The Data Pre-processing Component gets the combined information from data access 

component. The combined information includes diagnose information from clinical 

application and patient information. Pushing such amount of information to CDSSs directly 

will slow the process speed and increase the load quantity. So the data pre-processing 

component will process the information before passing it to the next stage. Its work 

contains categorizing data, changing data forms to keep consistent with particular CDSS, 

marking the required CDSS type as well as other organizing operations. 

 The CDS Services Requests Broker provides a standard access point for diverse CDSSs. It is 

also responsible for selecting tasks to be executed, and when to execute these tasks. It is 

able to allocate the proper external CDSS to execute the tasks. After the tasks are finished, it 

will be notified and pass the result back along with exactly the coming route. 
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6 Validation 

In this chapter, three approaches are involved to execute the validation. A case study takes lexi 

drug interaction system as an example to integrate. A concrete work flow is illustrated in this case 

study. The architecture work is also taken to health information system architecture professionals 

for practical suggestions. Another approach is comparison. Because the American integration 

system - SANDS has similar background with the integration work in this thesis, and the newly 

modeled architecture aimed to be an improvement to SANDS, so SANDS is chosen to join the 

comparison. 

6.1 Case Study: Drug-drug Interaction Checking 

In this case study, Lexi drug interaction system will be integrated as an external Clinical Decision 

Support System (CDSS). The main part of Lexi drug interaction system is a database that stores 

information about drug-allergies, drug-drug and drug-food interactions. Through Web service, it 

provides a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for clinicians to input medicines or diagnosis. In this 

integrated architecture, although direct connections between clinical applications and CDSSs are 

supported, the connections through CDS Middleware will draw the main attention. Because 

direct connection has no consideration about specific patient’s health care history, which will be 

achieved from NPÖ . In order to realize the inside access of Lexi drug interaction system, it is 

necessary to integrate the system with CDS Middleware by XML (eXternal Makeup Language) 

interfaces. The integration is not a tough work, because the required parameters are the same 

with Web page inputting.    

 

At the clinical application end, two types of drug interaction service calling are supported. First, it 

can be called when the clinician clicks the “Check Drug Interaction” button after filling a 

prescription form. The corresponding components will gather necessary information including 

the patient’s current consolidated medication list, the patient’s identity information and the 

clinician’s identity information. These sorts of information will be passed for later decision 

making process. Second, the service can be called automatically when a new medicine is ordered, 

to check for interactions between that medication and the rest of the patient’s medication list. 

The first type is chosen in the case study scenario for it is the basement of the second type 

technically.   

 

Here is the scenario that is going to be presented. Mr. David is 50 years old and lives in Stockholm. 

He always has chronic asthma and has been taking ephedrine to prevent asthma attacks. During 

Easter holidays, he went to his daughter who lives in Uppsala. During the visiting period, he got 

dysentery and went to care centre to have a look. The clinician wanted to order the furazolidone. 

The combination of ephedrine and furazolidone can cause adverse reactions such as nausea, 

vomiting, abdominal pain, breathing difficulties and headache, even arrhythmia, myocardial 

infarction or unconsciousness to the more serious cases. Before submitting the order, the 

clinician requested a check of the drug interaction. Figure 6.1 shows the information being 
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transferred process in this sample task. This sample will contain both the inside CDS Middleware 

communication and the interaction with NPÖ  and external CDSS. 

 
Figure 6.1 Drug-drug Interaction Checking Process 

 

According to the marking numbers in Figure 6.1, the interaction is explained as follows: 1) 

Clinician fills the prescription form which is provided by hospital information system. The form 

includes several major elements: Patient name, Patient ID, Clinician name, Clinician ID, Patient 

symptoms, medicine order list. After the clinician presses the “check drug interaction” button at 

the end of the form, user request invokes the Request Manager and passes it an xml file 

containing all the mentioned data. 2) Request manager divides the data it received into two 

major classes: the ID related and the decision related. The previous one has to include patient 

and clinician identification information, for example, Patient name, Patient ID, Clinician name and 

Clinician ID. The later one has to include medicine lists. Request Manger passes the classified 

data to Data Access Component. 3) Data Access Component takes out the ID related data and 

uses them to acquire patient health record in NPÖ . 4) NPÖ  will search out the patient’s record 

according to the given parameter through its own mechanism. The main parts of the message it 

passes back to Data Access Component are the patient’s basic information, the patient’s 

diagnosis and medicine list. (Figure 6.2) 5) The retrieved data, together with the decision related 

data, will be passed to Data Pre-processing Component. 6) The later one works on data for key 

data extraction and redundant information deleting. The name and delegating number of the 

medicines and diseases will be lighted up. 7) CDS Services Requests Broker works as an allocator. 

It appoints which CDSS will be called according to the receiving message and arranges which 

instance will be executed. In accordance with the interface with Lexi drug interaction system, CDS 

services requests broker is also responsible for standardizing parameters. (Figure 6.3) 8) Lexi drug 

interaction system has its own drug interaction data base and executing mechanism. Only the 

adverse interaction results will be returned back following the coming road as steps eight to 

twelve that are showed in Figure 6.1.   

 

The crucial task for this integration system is the ability for communications between the CDS 

Middleware and NPÖ  as well as between the CDS Middleware and Lexi Drug interaction system. 

The XML files that are used for such communications are showed as Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.2 The XML file containing patient’s information from NPÖ 

 

 

Figure 6.3 The XML file containing drug-drug interaction from Lexi drug interaction System 

6.2 Validation Interview  

The architecture with CDS middleware, including business workflow, interfaces and 

transferring messages, is taken to health information system integration professionals. 

Among the three interviewees who have taken the “Interview about the necessity of 
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integrating CDSSs and the feasibility of adopting SOA” (Appendix 2), two people took part in 

this validation interview: one is responsible for national health care system technical 

architecture in Cehis. Another one is senior advisor of clinical architecture in CeHis. The two 

interviewees are all agree that although the architecture is a preliminary one, it has obvious 

advantages comparing to the architecture without middleware. The opinions are 

summarized as follows: 

Advantages 

• The architecture is consistent with the health care service work flow. This will guarantee 

that health care system users feel convenient during the process. 

• With a CDS middleware, it can reach maximized ability to deliver proper response time 

and consistent access to data across thousands of source systems. 

• The architecture enables high degree of scalability from local health services integration, 

to regional, provincial or territorial and cross-jurisdictional. 

• The architecture enables high degree of flexibility in reconfiguration of health services 

delivery networks. 

Disadvantages 

• More considerations are needed for the message forms. As a national health system, 

NPÖ  has unified services address and medical knowledge syntax. The rules should be 

strictly followed.  

• Security and privacy are indispensible for a health care system. Relevant component 

should be involved in the later work. The CDS middleware architecture will has 

maximized ability to apply privacy and security policies in a harmonized and consistent 

fashion.  

6.3 Comparison with SANDS 

The comparison between two architectures will be discussed in this chapter. The measures of a 

list of evaluation criteria will show the pros and cons of both architectures. 

 

As mentioned in methodology chapter (chapter 3.3), Wright and Sittig (2008b) have identified 

qualitative aspects that CDSS integrating system should followed. The following part will analyze 

the aspects in detailed items and table 6.1 shows the results in a brief way. 

 Preserve efficiency in the clinical work flow 

The CDS Middleware architecture takes the clinical work flow as a design foundation. It 

inserts the starting operations, like “check” button, or the processes monitors, like during 

the test results reviewing process, in a proper way. By integrating the architecture with 

existing data repositories and services, patient-specific advice can be provided at the point 

of care. Integration is based on the use of a standardized patient data model and 

terminology. In order to have fully automated decision support, the decision support system 

must also be notified of relevant events in the surrounding systems.  

 

The SANDS also allows content to be integrated into workflows by enabling decision support 

services to be called from within other clinical information systems. It supports both event 

driven CDS through calls from clinical information systems and non-event driven CDS 
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through calls from non-event –driven systems, such as dashboards, registries and quality 

reporting applications. 

 Scalability 

The number of patients treated by one clinical institution can become very large and the 

amount of clinical knowledge is ever growing. By distributing all these patients and 

knowledge over different decision support systems, the integrating architecture remains 

scalable with respect to the number or patients, the amount of patient data, the amount of 

clinical knowledge, the number of care providers requesting decision support, etc. 

 

The SANDS Supports decision support across multiple patients in two ways: either by calling 

services repeatedly and passing in single patient identifiers or, where supported, by allowing 

clients to pass in multiple patient identifiers as part of a single query. But without a 

middleware, it cannot allocate resources as efficient as the newly proposed architecture. 

 Extensible  

Because of the common interface before CDSSs and electronic health care records, both the 

new designed architecture and SANDS and be extensible because they separate interaction 

from coding language.  

 Easy-to-use clinical decision services 

To make sure that care providers do not have to spend time waiting for decision support 

responses, the architecture embeds information caching, parallel execution, asynchronous 

(non-blocking) communication and reuse of previous results. These functions will be realized 

by CDS Services Requests Broker. Once CDSSs are integrated in to NPÖ  by CDS middleware, 

all the information that are needed by health care providers during a treatment will be 

available inside a network and will be easily get through the middleware. 

 

The direct connection between health information system interface and CDSS interface does 

not provide mechanism. In the SANDS architecture, the messages transferred between 

interfaces will include large amount of constraint information if high quality of performance 

need to be reached. 

 

 SANDS  CDS-Middleware  

Preserve efficiency in 

the clinical work flow  

√  √  

Scalable 

(multiple requests)  

No Middle ware to allocate resources  √  

Extensible 

(multiple CDS 

services)  

√  √  

Easy-to-use CDS 

services  

messages transferred between 

interfaces will include large amount 

√  
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of constraint information  

Table 6.1 SANDS and CDS Middleware comparison 

7 Analysis 

This analysis chapter provides line of argument linking all parts of the study. From this part, 

readers can also get the idea of novelty as well as limitation of the proposed architecture – CDS 

Middleware. 

7.1 Discussion 

At present, health information systems (HISs) are being used widely by most health care 

providers in many countries. They are working as united platforms providing consistent 

information and ensured knowledge. To improve the accuracy, efficiency and convenience of the 

health care systems, clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) are attracting more and more 

attention in health care field. From the previous study, a tendency comes out, that CDSS will be 

integrated into health care system as an efficient assistant. The result of this thesis comes out as 

an architecture to realize such integration. This architecture is based on Swedish national health 

care platform National Patients Overview (NPÖ ). One of the most successful existing integration 

architectures is SANDS, which is based on the USA’s national health care system. The differences 

of the foundation system decide the differences of the integration architectures. In this thesis, 

the architecture also takes advantage of SOA. But with a module called CDS middleware, it has 

better scalability and compatibility.  

 

At the beginning of this thesis, sufficient literature study and survey strongly support the 

necessity of the integration research. Especially from the questionnaire and interview of related 

medical workers, health care industry needs are clearly expressed out. Following the SOA 

developing methods, the proposed integration architecture is developed complying with work 

flows and have the ability of scalability, extensibility and convenience. The evaluation works are 

well prepared. The case study, where Lexi drug interaction system integrated in a concrete 

scenario, helps readers to understand the work process fluently. Comparison evaluation shows 

the difference between this architecture and SANDS to help readers comprehend the advantages 

and disadvantages of separate architecture. To avoid subjective opinions, related professions’ 

advices are also considered in the evaluation part. They are sure of the proposed architecture’s 

strong points. At the same time, they provide improvements advices to help the researches go to 

the next level. 

 

The proposed architecture for clinical decision support should enable the coexistence and 

collaboration between different and heterogeneous clinical decision support systems. It also 

offers generic support for a lot of non-functional requirements such as scalability, performance 
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and integration. The result is a decision support integrated system that is extensible, allowing 

CeHis (Center of e-Health in Swedish) to gradually include new CDSSs without migrating existing 

knowledge or to redo the integration. 

7.2 Limitations 

The proposed integration architecture with CDS Middleware presents its advantages in validation 

process. But at the same time, disadvantages should also be pointed out. As presented in the 

validation interview, security and privacy are indispensible for a health care system. This 

architecture lacks of security and privacy agents. This will cause several problems such as 

unauthorized data access. The second limitation is the low ability of reliability. The CDS 

Middleware is the center of all messages communication. The breakdown of CDS Middleware will 

lead to the breakdown of all the information exchange functions. One approach to solve this 

problem is alternative middleware, which can guarantee the usability of the whole system. The 

third limitation is slow speed. This problem has two aspects. One is slow computer for application 

server; another is slow connection between applications server and database server. Instead of 

going to the destination directly, the messages will be transferred at the middleware. The speed 

limitation should be considered carefully if quick responds are needed.  

8 Conclusions 

This thesis takes advantage of service-oriented architecture to design an architecture for health 

care information system integration. With this structure, national electronic health care system 

can have interaction with various types of Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSSs) to provide 

more efficient and security health care. It offers united interfaces which enable different CDSS 

choice their own developing platforms and languages. Unlike the existing CDSS integration 

architectures, the new one with CDS Middleware can provide maximized scalability. Validation 

work has been done from three aspects. With a case study, CDS Middleware architecture is 

illustrated in a concrete scenario. Under a certain circumstance, health care providers can 

execute health care services that provided by this integration system. Interview of national health 

care system developers and feature criteria comparison indicate that the architecture can 

contribute to the development of NPÖ . The architecture also has limitations. For example, the 

CDS Middleware is responsible for most of the communication work, so the breakdown of CDS 

Middleware will affect the functions of the whole integration system. The provide and future 

works, such as developing a working prototype and involving security agency, can be continued 

to optimize the results. 

8.1 Further Consideration 

The current architecture focuses on the data transmission and the interaction between different 

health care systems. There is a lack of consideration of security problem and administration 
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process. The future work can involve security agency, who will license health care providers to 

make sure they have rights to access to the health information. Such a security agency can also 

guarantee the correctness of the content of exchanged information by certain contract. An 

administration component can also be added as part of CDS Middleware. With an administration 

component, administrator can maintain the integration system. The maintaining work includes 

inspecting and adjusting the existing process instances, retrieving performance measurements, 

and managing the active users. In order to involve the security and administration components, 

work flows need to be analyzed and communication methods need to be designed to ensure the 

adding parts work fluently with existing model. 

 

Due to the limitation of time and labor sources, only an architecture model has been developed 

in this thesis. The design and evaluation is only stay on the theoretical level. Since it has been 

proved that this integration architecture is superior to the former ones, the next step should be 

developing a working prototype and evaluating the performance in the execution environment. 

Quantitative comparison can be executed once such working prototype is showing out. A list of 

performance measurements should be calculated in the execution environment. The key 

measurements should include network latency, transmission delay, patient data fetch, and 

inference time. Because SANDS has been evaluated on an empirical level, comparison between 

the executing data will more convincing to see the advantages and disadvantages of each kind of 

architecture.    

 

Once the drug-drug interaction CDSS integration is proved to be successful, more services can be 

integrated. Dental health information system can join in because at present, dental health system 

is separate from common health care system. Dentistry also requires patients’ normal health 

condition such as allergies record. It will be helpful if dentists can have certain limits of authority 

to access parts of patients’ records. 
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Appendix 1: Questionnaire about the 

necessity to integrate CDSSs 

Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSSs) are computer systems aiming to assist clinical decision 

making. There are many kinds of clinical decision support systems, for example the computer 

assisted medical diagnosis system, drug-drug interaction system, and computer assisted 

prescription/assesment system. A concrete example is like this: when you are entering a 

medicine name in to the patient’s prescription through the computer, once this medicine will 

interact with another medicine that the patient is currently taking, a drug-drug interaction 

system will pop out to alert you from making such interaction happen. 

 

The aim of this survey is to justify the integration of CDSSs into current hospital information 

systems, and find out the most needed function from health care providers. The result will 

support the master thesis work “A Service Oriented Architecture for Integrating Clinical Decision 

Support in a National E-health System” conducted in DSV department at KTH and Stockholm 

University. 

 

Thanks very much for your time and opinions. Feel free to contact jingyiw@kth.se if you have 

further questions or comments.  

 

Part 1 Personal Information 
1. How old are you? ______ 

2. Are you male or female? ____ 

3. What is your occupation?  

Medical Student____  Medical Researcher_____ Nurse____  

Intern____  Resident____  Consultant_____ Senior consultant_____ 

Primary care/general practitioner_______  Other, namely_____________________ 

4. What is your specialty?   

Anesthesiology____ Dermatology____ Emergency medicine____  

Family medicine____  Internal medicine____ Neurology____   

Obstetrics and gynecology____ Pediatrics____ Psychiatry____   

Radiation oncology____ Surgery____ 

Part 2 CDS application 
5. What can you do with your hospital computer system? 

a. Review patients’ history of diseases   

Yes______ No____ 

b. Review patients’ medicine records. (The medicines that the patient took in the past or 

currently taking) 
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Yes______ No____ 

c. Make prescription with correct name of medicine. (Sometimes the clinician may not be 

sure about the name of a medicine. One of the CDSSs functions is to provide a drop 

down menu of medicine name to make the correct of prescription.) 

Yes______ No____ 

 If Yes, how often do you use this? 

Never __   Rarely___   Some of the time___   Most of the time__   Always____ 

 If Yes, do you need to log in to another system or use Internet? 

Log in to another system______   Internet___   In the same system____ 

 If No, do you think it is better to have this function? 

Yes______ No___ 

d. Prescription network. (Clinicians can prescript in their own computers. Patients do not 

need to take their prescription notes when they go to pharmacy. Pharmacists can use 

the patient’s personal number to get his prescription.) 

Yes______ No____ 

 If Yes, how often do you use this? 

Never __   Rarely___   Some of the time___   Most of the time__   Always____ 

 If Yes, do you need to log in to another system or use Internet? 

Log in to another system______   Internet___   In the same system____ 

 If No, do you think it is better to have this function? 

Yes______ No___ 

e. Differentiate diagnosis. (Most of the time one medical record may indicate several 

diagnoses. Some computer assistant system can help clinicians to make correct 

diagnose, or choose further medical tests for differentiate diagnosis.) 

Yes______ No____ 

 If Yes, how often do you use this? 

Never __   Rarely___   Some of the time___   Most of the time__   Always____ 

 If Yes, do you need to log in to another system or use Internet? 

Log in to another system______   Internet___   In the same system____ 

 If No, do you think it is better to have this function? 

Yes______ No___ 

f. Medication suggestions (after diagnose, some system can give medication suggestion 

for the patients) 

Yes______ No____  

 If Yes, how often do you use this? 

Never __   Rarely___   Some of the time___   Most of the time__   Always____ 

 If Yes, do you need to log in to another system or use Internet? 

Log in to another system______   Internet___   In the same system____ 

 If No, do you think it is better to have this function? 

Yes______ No___ 

g. Check drug-drug interaction. (When a clinician finishes a prescription, he/she can click 

“check drug interaction” button. The system will analyze the drug that the patient is 

going to take. If any adverse interactions exist among those drugs, a detailed warning 

of drug interaction will come out.) 
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Yes______ No____ 

 If Yes, how often do you use this? 

Never __   Rarely___   Some of the time___   Most of the time__   Always____ 

 If Yes, do you need to log in to another system or use Internet? 

Log in to another system______   Internet___   In the same system____ 

 If No, do you think it is better to have this function? 

Yes______ No___ 

h. Get warning on potential misdiagnose   

Yes______ No____ 

i. Others, please name them________________________________________ 

6. What information would you like to get from your hospital computer system? 
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Appendix 2: Interview about the necessity of 

integrating CDSSs and the feasibility of 

adopting SOA 

1. Are there plans for integrating CDSS technologies in the NPÖ -platform? 

2. If no, what is CeHis's next step after NPÖ ? 

3. If yes, what type of system will CeHis integrate? What functions are the most needed?  

4. What is the business flows of NPÖ ? 

5. What is the current structure of NPÖ ? 

6. What are the interface types? 

7. What are the message form standards adopted by NPÖ ? 

8. Has SOA been used in the current implementation? If yes, what is the case and how does it 

perform? 

9. If no, what is the reason for you to choose another technique?  

According to my understanding, except SOA, other approaches have to deal with a lingua 

franca for encoding and communicating clinical knowledge. What is the main problem 

during the integration and how do you solve it? 

10. If no, do you think it is a good idea to use SOA in the future implementation? 
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